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EXT - Frozen Russian Plains 
 
ELS SOLDIER trudging through snow. 
 
Zoom to CU of SOLDIER, his face worn and tired, his breathing heavy. 
 
Shot in SOLDIER's perspective as he marches, nothing else in sight but a small, 
deserted-looking shack off in the distance that bears the Hammer and Sickle insignia; the shack 
grows closer. 
 
MS profile of SOLDIER, still nothing around him, still doggedly trudging across the landscape 
toward the shack. Camera track alongside SOLDIER as he marches. He looks left and right, 
ensuring his solitude. 
 
A few yards ahead and to the right of SOLDIER, a putrefied arm bursts through the snow, 
followed by another, both of them flailing in the open air. 
 
ECU of SOLDIER. A look of terror dawns upon his face as he halts his movement and stares at 
the scene to his front right. 
 
Behind the Shoulder Shot of SOLDIER as yet another pair of arms burst through the snow to his 
ahead left. SOLDIER gasps and begins running full speed toward the shack. As he passes by, 
the zombie on the right attempts to grab at him but SOLDIER hits him with the butt of his rifle 
and continues on. 
 
Camera continues along behind SOLDIER as he flees toward the shack and it comes ever 
closer. More zombies and arms burst from the snow as SOLDIER runs past, and the powder 
looks as though it's boiling. 
 
Camera swivels to front right MS of SOLDIER as he screams and sprints toward the shack, 
zombies closing in on all sides of him. As SOLDIER gets close to the door of the shack, a 
zombie grabs the back of his boot and he stumbles and falls forward. SOLDIER manages to 
kick his foot free from the zombie's grasp and scrambles on all fours toward the door, only a few 
more feet remain to safety, but it doesn't look like he'll make it. 
 
MS side shot of SOLDIER as he struggles to reach to the knob on the shack's door. A zombie 
runs and climbs upon his back. It opens its mouth and lets loose a triumphant screech, poised 
to bite SOLDIER upon the back of his neck. 



 
Suddenly the door to the shack bursts open. A rifle butt is jammed into the face of the zombie 
on SOLDIER, and he is pulled into the shack by a large arm. MS front shot of UNKNOWN 
FIGURE as he holds a Molotov cocktail alight in his hand. A smirk grows on his face and a 
twinkle shines in his eyes as he lifts the explosive into throwing position. 
 
MS of zombie horde as Molotov Cocktail is thrown into their midst and fire erupts all around 
them. Pitiful wails and screams of burning zombies can be heard as the scene ends. 
 

Fade to Black 
 


